Honors in the Major Scholarship Recipients
2005

College of Arts & Sciences

John Anderson – Different Bodies, Different Selves: The Role of Physical Disability in the Formation of Personal Identity
Directed by Shaun Gallagher, Department of Philosophy

Deborah Browne – Moss: A Closer Look at This Humble Plant and its Place Within the Historical Context of Landscape Painting, Considering its Ecological Significance with the Reflections on Nature and Balance
Directed by Rebecca Sittler, Department of Art

Melissa Buchanan – The 2004 Spanish Elections: Unpopular Foreign Policy and the Fall of the Popular Party
Directed by Kerstin Hamann, Department of Political Science

Catherine Carson – “A Way to Salvage Brown Bananas” and Other Stories: A Collection of Short Fiction and Creative Nonfiction
Directed by Jeanne Leiby, Department of English

Simone Chin – Working Memory in Bilinguals and Second Language Learners
Directed by Valerie Sims, Department of Psychology

Denise Petrunak – Violence in Film: Narrative and Contextual Importance in Subjective Response
Directed by Valerie Sims, Department of Psychology

Brittany Resmann – “The Games Must Go On:” The Struggle Between Internationalism and Nationalism in Modern Olympic Movement
Directed by Bernadette Jungblut, Department of Political Science

Heather Rozelle – Father-Daughter Relationship in Divorced and Non-Divorced Families With Respect to Self-Esteem, Fear of Intimacy, and Views on Relationships
Directed by Charles Negy, Department of Psychology

Maggie Sullivan – Sex, Gender, Women and the Supreme Court: How the Supreme Court has Impacted Sexual Harassment Standards in Employment Practices
Directed by Terri Fine, Department of Political Science

Cathleen Webster – Personality Traits Related to Vengeance Propensity
Directed by Jeffrey Bedwell, Department of Psychology
College of Business Administration

Directed by Ossama Mikhail, Department of Economics

Kristin Raia – A Content Analysis of Model Body Types in Magazine Advertisements: Ethnic and Income Differences
Directed by Judy Harris, Department of Marketing

Lindsay Tompkins – Capital Structure in Corporate Carve-outs
Directed by Melissa Frye, Department of Finance

College of Education

Myriam Guijarro de Ordaz – Literacy Activities that Parents of Preschool Children Attending Day Care Promote and Home and in Community Settings
Directed by Lee Cross, Department of Child, Family, and Community Sciences

Heidi Unruh – Exploring Attitudes and Possible Solutions to Aliteracy through Focus Groups and Interviews of Fifth Grade Students
Directed by Sherron Roberts, Department of Teaching and Learning Principles

College of Engineering and Computer Science

Shaohua Lin – Analysis of Electron Wave Scattering by a Nano Grating Structure
Directed by Thomas Wu, School of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science

David MacNevin – A Device for the Measurement of Head Loss across Pipe Coupons
Directed by James Taylor, Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering

Jessica Maykrantz – Problems with Serial Murder Investigations
Directed by David Fabianic, Department of Criminal Justice and Legal Studies

Bryan Rosander – Case Consistency in Case Based Reasoning
Directed by Annie Wu, School of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science

College of Health and Public Affairs

Leah Ammerman – Quality of Life After Cardiac Valve Replacement Surgery
Directed by Maureen Covelli, School of Nursing

Maria Lopez – The Difficulties in Prosecuting Stalking Cases
Directed by Carol Bast, Department of Criminal Justice and Legal Studies
Jeff Thibault – *Eminent Domain: The Taking of Private Property for Gentrification*
Directed by Kathy Cook, Department of Criminal Justice and Legal Studies

**Rosen College of Hospitality Management**

Megan Watson – *Personality Type as a Factor in Career Decisions in Hospitality Management*
Directed by Mary Jo Ross, Department of Food Service and Lodging Management

**Brevard Area Campus**

Ashley Brown – *The Impact of Gender on Perceptions of Emotional Abuse*
Directed by Karen Mottarella, Department of Psychology

Ariana Langham – *Generational Differences in the Understanding of Psychological Abuse*
Directed by Karen Mottarella, Department of Psychology

**Daytona Area Campus**

Nora Hall – *State Election Law and Votes for Third Parties in U.S. House Races*
Directed by Scot Schraufnagel, Department of Political Science

Christina Mack – *The Incremental Validity of Identity Distress in Predicting Agentic Personality*
Directed by Steven Berman, Department of Psychology